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What A State representative  Does
Writes, proposes, and votes on bills that may become laws for the 
 entire state.

Reviews and votes on the state budget.

Serves on committees to address statewide issues such as education,
health care, criminal justice, and more.

Facilitates partnerships and initiatives with businesses, nonprofits, and
community members to support the district.

Receives a very limited amount of education funding to donate
specifically to local academic programs.

Shares updates and engages with residents and the community on
how state issues directly impact them.

Collaborates with city, county, and federal officials to deliver solutions
for the district and the state.
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What A State representative  Does Not Do
Individually make or change laws or policies.

Have a full-time staff or team of my own to assist me.

Receive funding to hire individuals for employment.

Receive funding to support or sponsor organizations or events in
the community.

Representatives only receive very limited funding specifically
for educational/academic programs. 

Have authority over local and neighborhood-based issues such as
paving of streets/sidewalks, policing patrols, garbage pick-up,
community centers/sports facilities, etc.

Decide where businesses and employers locate.
Representatives can collaborate with others to encourage
businesses to open in certain areas and try to pass laws that
create more economic opportunities.
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Legislature Fast Facts 
There are 140 members of the Alabama Legislature. It is considered a
part-time job in which legislators traditionally work another full-time
job.

The legislature spends several months each year (starting March of
this year) debating and voting on bills. The rest of the year is spent
working with the community to identify issues to address in future bills. 

It takes a bill passing through at least two committees, receiving a
majority of votes in the House and Senate, and then the governor’s
signature to become law. 

The state legislature is part of a system of checks and balances in
which we have different levels of elected offices from the city to
county to state to national government. 

No one legislator can fix everything themselves. It takes a lot of
collaboration and persuading the majority to support an idea or bill. I
will be a tireless advocate for our community and give my all to pass
fair, just, and equitable bills. As one member, I can use my voice and
presence to stand up and fight for what is right. 


